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Full marks: 20

Read the following passage and answer the questions.
1. Rakib went to Sunderban for travelling with his family in winter vacation. He became
charmed at the pleasant scenery of the Sunderban . He asked his father,” Are all this
created by Allah or by the nature? Father made him understand everything in this world
has been created by Allah. Hills and Mountains, trees and herbs, water fall, fountain all
these are creations of Allah the Great.
a. What is the Arabic synonym of ‘Holy sentence’?

1

b. Why is Iman Muzmal called short belief?

2

c. Which issue of Aqaid resembles with Rakib’s question to his father? Explain.

3

d. Explain the justification of the speech of Rakib’s father.

4

2. Scenario-1: ‘Ka’ performs salat regularly being holy. One day at the time of performing salat
he found such a kind of unholy thing in his cloth which must be cleaned to be holy. He
performed his salat after cleaning it properly.
Scenario-2: Doctor suggested “kha” not to use water due to his illness. So “Kha” learned
from Imam Saheb the special rule of being pure without using water and applying this rule
he started to perform salat.
a. What is the meaning of the word Wazu?

1

b. Why is Najasat to be avoided?

2

c. From what type of impurity ‘Ka’ attained purity? Explain.

3

d. Analyze the significance of the special rule of attaining purity without using water
according to the scenario– 2 in the light of your book.
4

(M. C.Q.
Time-30 min

Full marks: 30
Write down the correct answer in the answer sheet

1. What is the meaning of the word Aqidah?
a. Belief b. Sacred c. a set of beliefs d. Monotheism
2. What is the meaning of Kalima?
a. Full b. Sentence c. Perform d.Influence
3. What is the main basis of Tawhid, Iman and Islam?
a. Iman Muzmal b.Kalima Tayyiba c.Ibadat d.Iman Mufassal
4. What is the meaning of Shahadat?
a. Word of testimony b. Purity c. Detail d. Brief
5. What is needed for the belief in Tawhid?
a. Teaching b. Holy dress c. Holy heart d. External holiness
6. How many parts of Kalima Shahadat?
a.2

b. 3

c. 4

d. 5

7. What has been stablished in the first part of kalima Tayyiba?
a. Aqaid b. Tawhid

c. Risalat d. Akhirat

8. What is the meaning of Iman Muzmal?
a. Faith in brief b. Sacred belief c. Faith in detail d. Purified belief
9. What is proclaimed by “Muhammadur Rasulullah”?
a.Tawhid b. Risalat c. Akhirat d. Perform
10. Which is the language of the word Aqaid?
a. Persian b. French c. Arabic d. Urdu
11. Whom did human being worship during the time of Hazrat Ibrahim (A)?
a. Firaun b. Namrud c. Abraha d. Azar

12. What is the main objective of Ibadat?
a. Gaining Allah’s satisfaction

b. Gaining Rasul’s satisfaction

c. Gaining Sahaba’s satisfaction

d. Gaining Taei’s satisfaction

13. How many kinds of Ibadat are there?
a. 2

b. 3

c. 4

d. 5

14. What will be treated when Bismillah will be said before doing work?
a. Niyamat b. Barkat c. Worship d. Ria
15. What is the meaning of Ibadat?
a. Allegiance to Allah b. Performing salat c. Praying forgiveness d. Doing Tilawat
16. Which one is the most important Ibadat among Ibadats?
a. Oral worship b. Physical worship c. Taharat d. Financial worship
17. How many kinds of najasat are there?
a. 2

b. 3

c. 4

d. 5

18. What is the Arabic synonym of holiness?
a. Taharatun b. Najasatun c. Hakiki d. Hukmi
19. Which one is the criterion for holiness and unholiness?
a. Ibadat

b. Shariat c. Akhlak d. Risalat

20. Who said, “Holiness is a part of Iman”?
a.Prophet(S) b. Allah c. Adam (A) d. Angels
21. How many Farz are there in wazu?
a. 2

b. 3

c. 4

d. 5

22. What is the meaning of Taiyammum?
a. Purity b. To make an intent c. Dry soil d. cleanliness
23. What is the niyat of Taiyammum?
a. Farz b. Wajib c. Sunnat d. Nafal
24. What is the Arabic word of washing?
a. Wazu b. Ghusl c. Taiyammum d. Muziza

25. How many farz in ghusl?
a. 2

b. 3

c. 4

d. 5

26. “And I have created the Jinns and mankind only for my worship.”It has been
taken froma. Sura Nahal b. Sura Aj- Zariat c. Sura Hujrat d. Sura An- Nisa
27. keeping free from which of the following is called internal holiness?
a. Ria b. Wine c. Blood d. Urine
28. “ka” used sand to become holy not getting water during the journey by bus.
What is called his such holiness?
a. wazu b. Ghusl c. Taiyammum d. Niyat
29. Which one is the 2nd farz of bathing?
a. Rinsing the mouth with gargling
b.washing the whole face
c. washing the whole body
d. Reaching water up to the soft zone inside the nose
30. Mr “M” wants to perform ibadat-e-Badani. What will he do to perform it?
a. Helping Destitudes b. Planting Trees c. Performing Salat d. Performing Hajj

‘

